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A NOTE FROM THE RECTOR
by The Rev. Carolyn H. Eklund
        This summer, I joined a retired colleague on Zoom to lead weekly conversations for the
Armenian Corners in Yerevan, Armenia. The American Embassy sponsors these conversations
led by American volunteers to lead conversations about current topics in English.
Last week, the conversation was “How Monuments and Memorials Help Us Remember.” We
started with a photo of The Robert Gould Shaw Memorial cast bronze relief on Beacon Street
in Boston. Shaw led members of the 54th Regiment Volunteer infantry, an all-Black fighting
unit, “…the first paying homage to the heroism of African American soldiers.” Its meaning for
our country is in the artistic rendering of the noble faces of each infantryman.

     My example of a memorial was from modern Street Art on Lafayette Square in front of St.
John’s Church, Washington, D. C., where city officials commissioned painting on the street,
“Black Lives Matter.” For me, that memorial is a national reminder that our work for racial
justice is finding traction, but we still have a long way to go before we stop killing unarmed
Black people.
  
     We are in the sixth month of observing precautions as a parish, a town, and a state to
reduce the spread of COVID-19. Early on in this pandemic, we were introduced to stories and
data that confirmed the spread is accelerated in gatherings like church services and people
singing together. The very things that give us meaning, that remind us of Christ’s sharing of
himself for the redemption, for the salvation, for the forgiveness of the world, is in his
followers sharing in the “breaking of the bread” in community. Yet, we risk being made very
ill or even death in our traditional observation of worship.

     I know we ache for the gathering together that we loved so much. We ache for not being
in-person in worship to share the Eucharistic feast. I have that longing with you. Many of us
are struggling to hope that someday the doors will open again, and we can gather and sing
“lustily.” 
 
     Yet, the people of St. Paul’s have not stopped to wait until the pandemic is over. We are
boldly following God’s call to worship and serve even now. God has not stopped calling people
of faith to follow an even wider, more meaningful mission.

     We are completing a renovation of the Barnes building to 
house a family of nine New Mainers who could find no suitable 
housing when their lease came to an end. There was no 
housing for them in the area. They became aware of the 
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empty Barnes building that we have been planning to renovate for housing. In six
short weeks, the Barnes building has become a home, and we will have new
neighbors!
  
               The St. Paul’s Christmas Fair committee has been working all summer to      
           adapt and create venues to continue to maximize proceeds for our Outreach     
           grants. We did not say, “We are in a pandemic. We can’t possibly have the 
           Christmas Fair.” God’s Spirit is working in us, and we are energetically             
           moving forward in September to offer a yard sale, properly distanced in the 
           Memorial Garden to gain sales for “Treasures.”

      Our mission to gather in fellowship in small groups is growing as our host
homes generously offered invitations to you for conversation and fellowship.
Thank you, hosts!  You might have been reading the featured articles and
invitations from our ministry groups that appear in the weekly bulletins. Some
groups have offered innovative ways to be outside while also connecting with
Zoom simultaneously for members who cannot be in-person.

       The Vestry approved a comprehensive upgrade of our digital strength, devices,
and equipment. That means we will be able to start offering a Spiritual Eucharist
with Randy Day on the organ and with a soloist in the Nave. I hope that the
Officiant will move from their homes and Morning Prayer on Sundays to the Nave
and offer the Eucharist digitally.

      I rejoice that our vibrancy and commitment to mission has only grown during
this pandemic. Our parish life is full of meaning as we adapt to our changing
circumstances. Our assistant rector, The Rev. Katie Holicky, has written prayers to
reflect these changing times for the month of September. On September 13 at 9:30
and 10:30 digital worship, she will bless our devices and backpacks. And she will
offer prayers for teachers, students, and parents as they meet the daily unfolding
of “returning to school” in whatever form that takes. 

      “I waited patiently upon the LORD; he stooped to me and heard my cry.” Psalm
40:1 is one of my favorite verses. If I were to build a monument to remember God’s
faithfulness, it might be the image of a loving parent gently bending down to my
little child with a loving gaze, ear close to my sorrowful face.

continued on next page
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       Thank you all for your joy and commitment, your inspiring faith, and your
truthful lament voices. Thank you for your generosity that fuels your continued
pledge giving and contributions to the many mission areas we are serving now in
the neighborhood. You inspire me daily. And when I say, “See you in Church,” I
mean it because the Body of Christ is in you, even in our separation, even in our
digital worship. We are taking God’s hand and following God forward into an
uncertain future. God is ever faithful. 

Yours in faith,
Carolyn+

        On Monday morning, I received a most moving 
and informative update of the Barnes Building project
from Nancy Whitehouse. You will read this update in 
her article below. You will be inspired by what a 
remarkable accomplishment in mission this project 
has been for St. Paul’s and the New Mainers family of 
nine who moved in on Sunday. Nancy is our treasurer 
and has brought us in her six years of her tenure to
the kind of financial stability, confidence, and
 generosity that is unusual for any non-profit, and 
indeed any parish.

         Her vision for the possibilities of how we might utilize the Barnes Building
for the community began as we sought to lease the building commercially. That
goal was not successful, and so, with the Vestry’s direction, Nancy led a team of
volunteers to receive a New Initiatives Grant from the Diocese of Maine to
produce architectural drawings and construction costs to assess the

continued on next page     
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GIVING THANKS FOR THE
LEADERSHIP AND VISION OF
NANCY WHITEHOUSE
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feasibility of converting the building into four-units of affordable
apartments. In July, during this summer of a pandemic, when the family of
nine New Mainers needed the kind of house that we had, Nancy understood
that with few adjustments, we might offer a home to lease to this family.
Nancy connected with a contractor we know and trust, got an estimate, and
led a building tour. She worked closely with Hugh Savage, who organized
inspections and lead and radon reports.  Nancy recruited volunteers, made
adjustments in the costs by replacing costs with “sweat equity,” found a
soccer team (thanks to Jack, Michaelanne and Tim Banks’ grandson). And
finally, spread hope and love to achieve a place of welcome in our
neighborhood. Not only is the “house” a comfortable and safe home, but
there will also be an income stream for two years from the rent. Nancy has
shared her vision of mission with our parish, has given us confidence in
completing the renovations, and offered a hospitable welcome to a family in
need. 

     On Sunday, I preached from St. Paul’s Letter to the Romans, Chapter 12,
on one of my favorite imperatives from that chapter, “extend hospitality to
strangers.” I said hospitality is justice. I thank Nancy for shepherding this
project so swiftly and generously and teaching us all that our mission is
hospitality and that hospitality is justice. Please join me in thanking Nancy
for her faith, generosity, and leadership.

In admiration and joy,
Carolyn+=

                         Nancy Whitehouse with a few of the volunteers.
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ST. PAUL’S WORK IN THE MIDST
OF PANDEMIC
         On July 4th, Carol Kalajainen sent the rector an email asking if it was
possible to rent the Barnes building that St. Paul’s owns to a single family of
nine.  Two adults and seven children.  New Mainers seeking asylum .  A few days
later Hugh Savage, Paul Womer and Nancy Whitehouse toured the building with
Fraser Ruwet, one of the contractors who worked on St. Paul’s renovations.  We
determined that the two downstairs half baths could be turned into full baths, and
a laundry room and pantry.  On July 16, the Vestry had a special meeting and
approved the project with a budget of $13,000, appointed Nancy Whitehouse as
project manager, Hugh Savage, as head of buildings and grounds and Fraser
Ruwet as the general contractor with a final project date of August 30th.
 
     As work began, it became apparent that the building would need to
be brought up to code for fire, electrical and plumbing.  Some quick 
trade-offs had to be made to accomplish this and St. Paul’s people 
stepped up with treasure, time and talent to get the work done on 
time..  Twelve people from St. Paul’s, the Brunswick Soccer team, 
New Mainers support group and their children all contributed over 
250 hours of equity time to become, Holy Paint Rollers, the Holy 
Maids Cleaning crew, the Holy Movers, and Holy Fixtures installers 
to get them moved in on August 30th.
 
     A welcome group headed by Carol Martin, brought in food and 
cleaning supplies to stock a pantry and laundry. Donations of a stove,
 dishwasher, microwave, sheets, and blankets were added.
 
       It was a very emotional Sunday afternoon when keys were given 
to Milagre Joao. In her words,  Je suis venu avec rien, à part les 
vêtements que nous portions et maintenant j'ai tout ça as she burst
into tears.
 
     It was a wonderful end to a great project. As always, there will be 
odds and ends to finish up but the family is happily sorting out all
 their belongings—old and new.

by Nancy Whitehouse

http://www.maineyouth.net/


        As I hope you know, we will be having an 
Attic Treasures Sale Saturday, September 19th, 
outside on the grounds of the church. This is 
our first event of the 2020 socially distanced 
Christmas Fair and will feature the Treasures 
Table. We need your gently used items! Please
look around for things you haven’t used in a 
few years that can be turned into cash for 
people in need. (Rain date is September 26.)            

    Perhaps you're thinking, “Oh, I spent the first part of the lockdown
cleaning out my closets. I don’t have much to contribute.” My bet is that
there are still plenty of possessions in your home that you rarely use. It’s
certainly true in ours. Could you look again? Please be as generous as you
can. Cash donations are welcome as well.            

    All proceeds will go to the St. Paul’s Outreach Fund and will be disbursed
to nonprofit organizations that help people in need. There is so much
additional need this year because of the economic downturn caused by
Covid-19.           

     To date we’ve received a few things, but we need many more! If you have
items to contribute, please contact Nancy Johnson at (978) 387-6058  or me at
jdeblieu@mindspring.com. We can pick up your donations or arrange to
meet you at the church. And do come to the sale to peruse our offerings! The
hours are from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.  Bring your friends!            

Plans are under way for an in-person Christmas Fair later in the year, if
conditions permit. Look for updates in coming weeks. 

Thanks very much, Jan DeBlieu
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by Jan DiBlieu

CHRISTMAS IN SEPTEMBER! 
(WELL, SORT OF!)



        Recently on a Zoom call someone mentioned that the sound of the August
and early September cicadas was the sound of the school year approaching. As I
have been listening to the resounding vibrations from these insects I am struck
by how amazing they are. It is not just their powerful song, 
their odd yet majestic beauty, or that they often appear in folklore
as symbols of a carefree life and immortality. It is the fact that 
they live underground for so long before appearing in our midst. 
Some species of cicada live as underground nymphs for as many
as seventeen years before emerging into harmonious cacophony. 

          While we are not living underground, and by the grace of God not for
seventeen years, I was struck by the similar feeling I hold in my own being.
That we are living differently, submerged in a way, and waiting for this moment
where we burst forth into our own and shared song of joy and new life. I take
such courage in the fact that we walk forward together with God trusting in the
goodness of that song whenever it arrives. And… as we walk together, we are
dreaming up such thoughtful ways to remain the connected Body. 

      This fall as the school year begins we will carry on with engaging worship,
gathering in small groups, and sharing of resources like our Justice Library. We
will also connect in new ways, like monthly take home bags for families with
simple unplugged activities. Most importantly, we will continue to love and
support one another as we dwell in the unknown as the Body of Christ.  

       In honor of the sound of cicadas calling us back to school, I leave you with
this prayer for this school year. May we all continue to walk together,
connecting in beautiful and unexpected ways, trusting that we too will one day
emerge with a new song. 

God, our teacher, we lift up with great thanksgiving those who have been called to
teach. As we step into an uncertain and new school year, bless us, especially our
teachers, with wisdom and peace. Ease the shared anxiety of teachers, students, and
parents. Bless teachers who are preparing to lead in a new way, students in their
need for a healthy rhythm of learning, and parents who seek the best way forward
for their families. Be with us, God of love, as we head together into this new way of
learning and growing. May community steeped in your love and care for one
another be the foundation on which we stand. Amen.         
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by The Rev. Katie Holicky, Assistant Rector for Children and Youth
FROM THE ASSISTANT RECTOR 



 
      “We will be closing St. Paul’s for the next few weeks, because of the Covid 19
virus”  sent in the Friday email of March 13th.  WHAT! No service. Coffee hours, no
Lenten supper (I promised to make Irish soda breads for all). And so started a
long exodus from hospitality as we knew it.
  
       Hospitality—the reaching out to all—has emerged in a different way, but
stronger than ever. From learning new ways of communicating through Facebook
live, and zoom to phone calls and yes, old fashioned software--a pen and paper.
 
     So many of our hospitality group has worked hard to maintain communication
to all.  Susan Tyler and the communications group who monitor and post to
Facebook, send emails, and list weekly all links to worship.  Groups that used to
meet in person and now have embraced using zoom to meet virtually.  And now,
we are cautiously, having some in person gatherings.  Charla Spann and Patsy 
Oehl have set up some in person gathering at people’s homes. These will be
happening during the next few weeks.  There were a couple of newcomer’s
gatherings in person at individual’s homes and enjoyed by those who attended.
 
     Others have worked hard to help those less technically savvy to get onto our
face book live and zoom. As well as a group helping with grocery shopping, and
sometimes meals delivered to door steps. 

     Many have helped the neighbors and friends of St. Paul’s by calling and some
doorstep deliveries of goodies.  Caroline Russell has had several different
gatherings on her deck for beverages and conversation and to overlook her
gardens.  Many others have done the same.
 
     “Be still and listen” God will show you the way.  He did, through Carol
Kalajainen when she contacted rector. and Nancy Whitehouse about the possibility
of renting the Barnes Building to a family of new Mainers who needed to move
from their home. We answered that call and by the time you read this, a family of
9 from Angola will be in residence in a renovated house at 65 Union Street.  The
building had been empty for a year and efforts to rent it commercially had not
materialized. Renovations needed to be done and many stepped forward with
treasure, time and talent to make this happen.  Carol Martin headed up a project 
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by Nancy Whitehouse and Caroline Russell, Co-chairs of Hospitality
FROM HOSPITALITY 
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“mini welcome wagon” to stock the pantry with food and necessities to
welcome them to their new home.

     As part of Hospitality and outreach, do not forget our Christmas Fair,
chaired by Jan DeBlieu, which will go on in a different format this year.  Part 1,
a treasure’s sale outside on September 19, and other parts to follow later in the
fall. Some in house , some in person, some online and some curbside delivery.

     The only part of our hospitality group not active during this time is our
reception committee—Bonny Labonte and Abigail Van Doren—we love you and
miss you and long for the time when we can be together and put on a beautiful
reception again.

In Peace and Love,
Nancy & Caroline 

      The Gratitude Project in honor of our 175th anniversary 
has been more productive than we had hoped!  Thank you 
so much to all of the people who have so generously 
donated items!  By the last week of August, we had 
248 items of warm clothing collected, well beyond the 175 
we had set as a goal.  Many of the items are hand-knit or crocheted, with
people who used to knit or crochet getting out old equipment and dusting off
old skills to participate, plus the regular members of Holy Stitchers, who have
been champions. Then friends began donating items, too--things they had knit
this winter while confined at home--and then people began bringing in
donations of gently used warm clothing they were clearing out of their closets
and cupboards.  A couple moving to Florida donated all of their cold-weather
clothing, including coats and boots, and we now also number several warm
jackets and sweaters amongst the items we have.  We know that several people
are still finishing pieces, and we're still accepting donations; we hope to
distribute our stash by October, in good time to be of use when cold weather
hits.  If you have items you've been meaning to contribute, please let Carol
Martin know (cmartin@northpark.edu).  Thank you to everyone!
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by Carol Martin
THE GRATITUDE PROJECT 



FROM EARTHCARE
by Martha Burtt, Eathcare Ministry.
     The Earth Care Committee is beginning a conversation with members of the
congregation about revisiting the possibility of either installing solar panels or
membership in a community solar farm [CSF].  We would be happy to hear from
folks who have experience and ideas concerning solar. 

      I hope you had a chance to either take the survey or read the information from
the Maine Climate Council. The Council is “an assembly of scientists, industry
leaders, bipartisan local and state officials, and engaged citizens working to
address the effects of climate change on our state.”  You can find information at
climatecouncil.maine.gov. 

     I have had several conversations with friends about “heroes” lately, concerned
that the word hero is being used used somewhat loosely these days. But one of the
names that came up over and over was Rachel Carson: truly a hero and role
model. She was not only a major scientific voice in building the environmental
movement in the 1950’s, she was a powerful writer. Here are her words from
1956. ...

If I had influence with the good fairy, who is supposed to preside over the
Christening of all children, I should ask that her gift to each child in the world be
a sense of wonder so indestructible that it would last throughout life, as an
unfailing antidote against the boredom and disenchantments of later years, the
sterile preoccupation with things that are artificial, the alienation from the
sources of our strength. 

      I am struck at how this sentiment dovetails with the beautiful Episcopal
baptismal prayer: …

Sustain [them] O Lord in your Holy Spirit.  Give [them] an inquiring and
discerning heart, the courage to will and persevere, a spirit to know and love
you, and the gift of joy and wonder in all your works. 
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      Did you grow up hearing the story of the “Velveteen Rabbit”?  For some
reason I did not, and only heard the tale as an adult while in a group meeting
where the topic of the night was authenticity, being real in an unreal world.  I
can still hear the voice of the lady who read to us and my slipping back in time to
my child-like love of all stories.  Later I realized that the Velveteen Rabbit hit my
heart directly as did the parables shared by Jesus with his followers.

     Indeed, we have been living in an unreal world these past months, confronted
by change and limits created by a virus.  The rhythmic flow of life has been
Stilted, shuttered, and derailed.  To remain hopeful, yet real, during these days
has been a personal challenge as a musician.

       I’ve been confronted with how I face challenge, especially the challenge of
planning and doing worship. The navigating through the live-stream novelty that
I thought would be with us for a few months has given way to a reality, an
unrealness as live-streaming and social distancing has created a new normal. 
Quite frankly, I’ve not faced this admirably. While walking through our
kitchen a couple Sundays ago I heard the familiar “With Heart and Voice”
program, my inspiration while usually driving to St. Paul’s  Two choral pieces
used at St. Paul’s in the recent past played back-to-back.  I stood at the kitchen
sink and openly wept, a reaction to the depth of what has been missed week after
week:  the gathering together of St. Paul’s to sing, to worship. 

     Have I stayed in that mournful modality?  No.  Not always.  What has buoyed
me from time to time are the scriptures and hymns and songs put to memory. 
Today’s scripture, one set to music by hosts of composers, is Psalm 23.  More
specifically:  “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil, for Thou art with me; Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me.”

     While we journey with Covid on all sides, walking through a valley not of our
making, I encourage all of you to grab hold of whatever vessels of inspiration
might be in your consciousness, songs or texts that have brought courage, hope,
uplift, and joy. Bathe yourselves in tunes remembered, snippets of stored-away
treasures that will clothe the unrealness of our pandemic-steered world.  
Whenever you are tempted to withdraw and disconnect, weary of Zoom and 

continued on next page
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Facebook Live and other electronic media reminding you of how distanced you
are and how long you’ve had to endure being apart, be reminded that you are not
in this ‘valley’ alone, for God and all the other saints of St. Paul’s (and beyond) are
with you. When you do choose to join others from the parish for worship, even if
from the comfort of home and your easy chair, be encouraged by the worship
leaders and singers and sound engineers who are in the valley with you, yet who
have hoped to sing and speak just loud enough to suppress the din yelling out
of our being apart.  Keep the vision in your heart of what we will see, feel, and do
when back together, just as the Psalmist envisioned for his sheep, that elevated
mesa where the valley would become a distant memory, greener pastures soon
available for all.

     Take heart. God is aware of you, the parish, our community, and He journeys
with you. You are not alone. We will continue climbing up out of the valley,
together.

      In closing, I share this maxim from another source of inspiration, “Keep a
song in your heart.”

From my dining room table to yours,
Randy Day
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What really matters in life? 
What can we do, as members of the St. Paul’s congregation, to keep our
Church family together and our core mission alive?
How best can we spend our time and energy and resources on behalf of what
really matters to us as a faith community?

        The Covid-19 pandemic has rocked the very foundations of everything that
binds us together — our families, our schools, our churches, our friendships.  We
don’t know when or how it will end, but I hope we’ll emerge with a new
appreciation for the fragility of life and the force of faith. After all, we’re all in
this together.
 
      In addition to all the day-to-day adjustments we’ve had to make, we’ve been
confronted with some deeper questions:

 
     The 2020 Stewardship Campaign should help us address these questions.
This  is no ordinary time, so this will be no ordinary campaign. We must rely
more on technology than in the past. At the same time, we will focus heavily on
the “What really matters?” question. We will demonstrate how the work and
worth of St. Paul’s has continued in spite of - or even because of - the pandemic.
We will have opportunities to “meet” in small groups as well as with the whole
congregation. We might even “share” a meal electronically. 
 
     The campaign will be officially announced in mid-September. In the
meantime, I hope you will begin reflecting on the true meaning of “faith-filled
generosity.” In the meantime, thank you all for what you have done in so many
ways during these difficult times to fulfill our mission. 
 
David Treadwell
Chair, Stewardship Campaign

REFLECTIONS ON 
FAITH-FILLED GENEROSITY
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Sunday Morning Prayer with sermon & music 10:30am
Morning Prayer & Compline; Monday through Saturday 

Family Worship 9:30 am Sunday
Noonday Prayer with Healing Litany 11:00 am Thursdays

12 Virtual Coffee Hours, now offered every Sunday on Zoom
A Newcomer group
Fellowship groups

Life at St. Paul's goes on during the pandemic
Since we began our virtual parish life during this pandemic, St. Paul's has
offered  350 worship services. Using both Facebook live & Zoom.

Offerings have included:
On Facebook Live  : https://www.facebook.com/StPaulsBrunswick

The videos are archived on our Facebook site for viewing anytime. 

On Zoom

Fellowship has included

The parish is meeting in small groups  virtually & in outdoor settings!
Weekly meetings:                                    Monthly meetings:
Holy Stitchers                                          Lay Pastoral Visitors
Women's Bible Study                               Healing Prayer Ministry Team
Men's Group                                             Spiritual Writing Group
Wednesday Bible Study                            Red Tent Book Club
Choir                                                        Finance Committee 
Intercessory Prayer Group                      Vestry
Family Group                                           As needed:
Youth Group                                             St. Paul's Future Planning Committee
                                                                  Stewardship Committee

If you would like any more information on any of these groups or ministries
please email  stpauls@stpaulsmaine.org or call and leave a message at 725-5342
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Don't 
see your 
birthday or
anniversary?

If we have

missed your

birthday or

anniversary, 

please let the

office know so

that we may

update our files.

  
The Messenger is published monthly, excluding January, and with a combined
July/August issue. It is emailed to the parish. Paper copies are available at the
church for those who prefer them. It is also mailed to those who do not have
email. Please send submissions for the October issue by September 23
Articles may be emailed to stpauls@stpaulsmaine.org 
 

BIRTHDAYS 
Happy  Birthday
Kayla Murphy  9/1
Steven Schuman 9/3
Leslie  Brancart 9/4
Richard Brautigam 9/9
Sue Baker  9/10
John Labrecque 9/10
Robert Walkling  9/11
Alfred Niese 9/12
Toby Ranen 9/12
Thomas Chard 9/14
Donald Cheetham 9/14
Bill Edman 9/14
Cristle Judd 9/14
Mary Blake 9/15
Ryan Wilson 9/15
Anne Sturm 9/16
Nicholas Henshaw 9/17
Patty Melander 9/18
Bronda Niese 9/18
 Nancy Whitehouse 9/18
Carrie Smith 9/19
William Talmage 9/21

Jennifer Hayden 9/22
Kathryn Saunders 9/23
Charlotte Loveless  9/25
Bonnie Studdiford  9/26
Sally Mull  9/27
Sarah Clegg 9/28
Jonah Levy  9/28
Aaron Wilson  9/28
Luke Wilson 9/28



Check out our website
for more details!
stpaulsmaine.org

Follow us on Facebook!

Sign up for our weekly
emails!

Please consider
enrolling in electronic
giving, It is a convenient
way to provide
consistent financial
support to the church.
See stpaulsmaine.org to
enroll

The Rev. Carolyn H. Eklund, Rector
The Rev. Katie Holicky, Assistant Rector for Children & Youth
The Rev. Mary Lee Wile, Deacon
Cliff Ruprecht, Senior Warden
Johanna Wigg, Junior Warden
Randy Day, Music Ministry Director
Susan Tyler, Parish Administrator
Carolyn Farr, Administrative Assistant
Jane Redlon, Nursery Caregiver
Lynn Johnson, Assistant Nursery Caregiver
Aubrey Farmer, Sexton 
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Stay in touch!
STAFF & LEADERSHIP

http://stpaulsmaine.org/news-2/stay-in-touch/
https://www.facebook.com/StPaulsBrunswick/



